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mammalian expression systems
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Biotherapeutics play a critical role in the treatment of diseases that affect the human condition. The biological activity of the 
great majority of these therapeutic proteins depends on correct posttranslational modifications best achieved by mammalian 

expression systems. 
Protein production essentially has four steps: 

1. Constructing a suitable vector containing the gene(s) of interest
2. Production of materials for preclinical evaluation
3. Creation of stable clones expressing the protein of interest and 
4. Media development to optimize nutrient levels for the production clone

This expression system can then be utilized in process development and scale-up studies for cGMP manufacturing. 
Recent progress in biopharmaceuticals has been led by the rapid growth in development of monoclonal antibody (mAb) 

products. Significant progress has been made on both the molecule & process fronts leading towards greatly improved 
manufacturing plants productivity. Biotherapeutic molecules have always been selected for the target clinical properties, but 
now also are engineered for stability & suitability for productive production processing. Better balance of media components & 
feeds has allowed higher cell densities & higher viability late in cell culture processes. Product recovery & purification have been 
substantially standardized & optimized. 

The combination of these advances has resulted in several fold decrease in cost of goods & much higher output for a standard 
plant. Scaled down experimental cell culture models promise to provide optimal process conditions faster.
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